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The Supreme Court and the Ideal
of Equal Employment Opportunity

by Lee Modjeska*

Primary authority for the development and effectuation of national em-
ployment nondiscrimination policy under Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 19641 was left to the federal judiciary. This Article examines the
role of the Supreme Court in this process, and suggests that an interposi-
tion of a vibrant administrative process might better serve the ends of
justice and equal employment opportunity.

I. PROLOGUE

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964' makes it an unlawful employ-
ment practice for an employer, employment agency, or labor organization
to engage in employment discrimination against any individual because of
such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national origin." The nondis-
crimination prohibitions of Title VII apply to private and to public sector

* Professor of Law, Ohio State University College of Law. Antioch College (B.A., 1955);
University of Wisconsin (LL.B., 1960). Portions of this Article had their origins in
Modjeska, The Regressive Reorganization of Federal Employment Discrimination Laws, 44
Mo. L. Rzv. 680 (1979).

1. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e to 2000e-17 (1982).
2. Id.
3. Id. § 2000e-2.
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employment, including federal employment.'
Central administrative authority for the administration of Title VII

with regard to private sector and state and local public sector employ-
ment is generally vested in the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion (EEOC).5 Title VII provides that the EEOC is to endeavor to resolve
meritorious charges of unlawful employment practices within its jurisdic-
tion by the informal methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion.
If conciliation fails, the aggrieved party, or the EEOC (in regard to
charges of unlawful employment practices in the private sector), or the
attorney general (in regard to charges of unlawful employment practices
in the state and local public sector) may bring a de novo civil action in
federal district court. 7 The EEOC has no independent adjudicatory or en-
forcement authority.

General administrative authority over discrimination in federal em-
ployment is also vested in the EEOC.8 The EEOC is given the authority
to enforce the federal government nondiscrimination prohibitions through
appropriate remedial action, including hiring or reinstatement with back
pay.' A federal government employee or applicant aggrieved by the dispo-
sition of a discrimination complaint by a government agency10 or the
EEOC may bring a de novo civil action in federal district court."

Thus, the EEOC was given no meaningful, independent prosecutorial,
adjudicatory, or enforcement authority. Cooperation and voluntary com-
pliance were chosen by Congress as the preferred means for achieving the
goal of equal employment opportunity. 2 The EEOC was directed to at-
tempt resolution of employment discrimination complaints by conference,
conciliation, and persuasion.1 3 The EEOC can neither adjudicate claims
nor impose administrative sanctions (except for the limited federal sector

4. Id. § 2000e. See Hazelwood School Dist. v. United States, 433 U.S. 299 (1977);
Chandler v. Roudebush, 425 U.S. 840 (1976); McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S.
792 (1973).

5. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-4 (Supp. V 1981).
6. Id. § 2000e-5(b) (1976). See Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36, 44 (1974).
7. See Occidental Life Ins. Co. v. EEOC, 432 U.S. 355, 359-60 (1977); Alexander v.

Gardner-Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36, 45 (1974).
8. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-16 (Supp. V 1981). The Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB,

formerly The Civil Service Commission) also possesses administrative authority in particu-
lar discrimination cases. See Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, 5 U.S.C. §§ 7512-7513, 7702
(Supp. III 1978).

9. 42 U.S.C..§ 2000e-16 (Supp. V 1981). See Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1976, § 3, 43
Fed. Reg. 19,807 (1976).

10. Resort to the EEOC from the employer agency is optional. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-16(c)
(Supp. V 1981).

11. See Brown v. GSA, 425 U.S. 820, 832 (1976).
12. See Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36, 44-45 (1974).
13. Id.
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authority noted above). As Professor William B. Gould has stated, "The
agency was given no teeth.""'

Forces in opposition to giving the EEOC adjudicatory authority, in-
cluding the authority to issue cease-and-desist and other remedial orders,
prevailed in both the 1964 Act and the 1972 amendments.'s Rather, the
Title VII provisions are enforced by means of private party, EEOC, or
attorney general de novo civil actions in federal court. The development
and effectuation of national nondiscrimination policy, therefore, was left
to a federal judiciary that was already "struggling desperately to keep
afloat in the flood of federal litigation."' The Supreme Court,°as captain
of the federal judiciary's ship of state, inherited an especially predomi-
nant role in the evolution of employment discrimination law and policy
under Title VII. Passage has not been smooth for the Court in these
troubled waters.

II. THE EARLY YEARs

Title VII was the first major comprehensive piece of federal legislation
prohibiting discrimination in private employment based upon race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin. 17 The Reconstruction-era civil rights stat-
utes' s had not yet been judicially resurrected as a limited remedy for
some private employment discrimination." Surviving a tortuous legisla-
tive process, ' Title VII carried with it the agonies as well as the aspira-
tions of the nation's disadvantaged minorities. The legislation embodied a
vision and an ideal long overdue for expression and vindication.

The devastating social, psychological, and economic costs of employ-

14. W. GoULD, BLACK WOKnMis IN WHITE UNIONS 39 (1977).
15. For summaries of the debates and various arguments on the issue, see Occidental

Life Ins. Co. v. EEOC, 432 U.S. 355, 361-66 (1977); Chandler v. Roudebush, 425 U.S. 840,
848-58 (1976); W. GOULD, BLACK WORKERS IN WHrrE UNIONS 38-46 (1977).

16. Board of Trustees v. Sweeney, 439 U.S. 24, 26 (1978) (Stevens, J., dissenting).
17. Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535, 545 (1974).
18. 42 U.S.C. §§ 1981, 1983, 1985 (1976).
19. See McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Trans. Co., 427 U.S. 273 (1976); Johnson v. Railway

Express Agency, 421 U.S. 454 (1975); Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409, 442 n.78
(1968). See generally Reiss, Requiem for an "Independent Remedy": The Civil Rights
Acts of 1866 and 1871 as Remedies for Employment Discrimination, 50 S. CAL. L. Rav. 961
(1977); see also Note, Federal Power to Regulate Private Discrimination: The Revival of
the Enforcement Clauses of the Reconstruction Amendments, 74 COLUM. L. Rzv. 449, 451
(1974).

20. See Note, Title VII: Legislative History, 7 B.C. Imnus. & COMM. L, Rsv. 431 (1966);
see also Berg, Equal Employment Opportunity Under the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 31
BROOKLYN L. Rgv. 62 (1965); Hill, The Equal Employment Opportunity Acts of 1964 and
1972: A Critical Analysis of the Legislative History and Administration of the Law, 2 IND.
REL. L.J. 1 (1977).
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ment discrimination, for the individual as well as the collective, are intol-
erable in a civilized society. The invidious denial of job opportunities de-
grades and defeats not only the victim but all of us who are party or
witness. We were delinquent in the proscription and elimination of em-
ployment discrimination. The legislation meant so very much.

As Justice Marshall has observed:

In light of the sorry history of discrimination and its devastating impact
on the lives of Negroes, bringing the Negro into the mainstream of Amer-
ican life should be a state interest of the highest order. To fail to do so is
to ensure that America will forever remain a divided society.2

Justice Marshall's observation, or indictment, may be applied with appro-
priate qualifications to other disadvantaged minorities and females.

The emergent Title VII is an obtuse hodgepodge of legislative compro-
mise. The statutory provisions are complex, confusing, contradictory, and
incomplete. The legislative history is virtually useless. As Judge Goldberg
has stated, "The legislative history of Title VII is in such a confused state
that it is of minimal value in its explication."2' 2 One can only marvel at
Chief Justice Burger's observation that "when Congress enacted Title VII
after long study and searching debate, it produced a statute of extraordi-
nary clarity.'

3

Despite legislative and societal ambivalence, and informed by the spirit
of the civil rights movement, the Supreme Court appeared committed to
the statute's viability and remediability. As reflected by the following ex-
amples, many of the Court's initial pronouncements concerning Title VII
indicated that national labor policy made nondiscrimination in employ-
ment a matter of the highest priority and concern.2

Previously dominant labor policies, said the Court, including some of
virtually sacrosanct stature, must yield the exclusivity of their turf to the
new statute on the block.' Labor-management contractual grievance and
arbitration procedures, normally exclusive and binding on employee
grievants, were held not preemptive in regard to victims of discrimination
covered by Title VII.26 Notwithstanding particular contractual require-
ments, or even the rendition of an otherwise final and binding arbitration
decision, discriminatees retain full rights to recourse under Title VII. Po-

. 21. Regents of the Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 396 (1978) (Marshall, J., sepa-
rate opinion).

22. Sanchez v. Standard Brands, Inc., 431 F.2d 455, 460 (5th Cir. 1970).
23. United Steelworkers v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193, 216 (1979) (Burger, C.J, dissenting).
24. See Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36 (1974); see also Emporium Cap-

well Co. v. Western Addition Community Org., 420 U.S. 50 (1975).
25. Emporium Capwell Co. v. Western Addition Community Org., 420 U.S. 50, 72-73

(1975).
26. Id.
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tential grievance and arbitration relief do not bar statutory recourse, pur-
suit of the contractual procedure does not entail a waiver or election of
remedies, and the arbitration decision does not invoke res judicata or col-
lateral estoppel principles.27 Rather, the employee is entitled to de novo
EEOC and judicial consideration.

Beginning with its 1957 decision in Textile Workers Union v. Lincoln
Mills,'2 the Supreme Court had steadily and increasingly extolled the vir-
tues of arbitration for the resolution of labor-management disputes. Con-
comitantly, the Court had elevated the arbitrator to a virtual Solomon of
the shop. All matters conceivably within the scope of the contractual pro-
cedure were relegated to the arbitrator, and the arbitrator's decision
thereon was essentially nonreviewable." Under the revised approach,
however, arbitration of discrimination claims is simply one weapon in the
nondiscrimination arsenal. The Court's willingness to dim slightly the
golden era of arbitration seemingly reflected the emergent radiance of Ti-
tle VII.

Restrictive or technical construction of the statute's procedural requi-
sites was eschewed by the Court as it cut a broad swath through the pro-
cedural maze to open the EEOC and courthouse doors. Title VII was
designed for laypersons, not lawyers, said the Court in Love v. Pullman
Co.,30 and plaintiffs are not to be denied their road to freedom because of
uniquely obscure traffic regulation.'

For example, Title VII contemplates a state and federal joint venture
in the handling of employment discrimination charges.3' States that have
meaningful relief for discriminatees (deferral states) are to be given an
opportunity prior to the EEOC to resolve claims.3 The procedures and
time limitations governing prior resort to the states and subsequent resort
to the EEOC are particularly difficult to comprehend." Accordingly, in
Love, the Court ruled that charging parties need not master the dual fil-
ing refinements, but may simply file with the EEOC, which may in turn
perfect the state filing." In the Court's view, an assist from the EEOC is
eminently appropriate because it is clearly consistent with the humanita-

27. Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36, 36 (1974).
28. 353 U.S. 448 (1957).
29. See John Wiley & Sons, Inc. v. Livingston, 376 U.S. 543 (1964); United Steelworkers

v. Enterprise Wheel & Car Corp., 363 U.S. 593 (1960); United Steelworkers v. Warrior &
Gulf Navigation Co., 363 U.S. 574 (1960); United Steelworkers v. American Mfg. Co., 363
U.S. 564 (1960).

30. 404 U.S. 522 (1972).
31. Id. at 526-27.
32. Id. at 525 n.4.
33. Id. at 525.
34. Id.
35. Id. at 526.
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rian underpinnings of Title VII.36

Thus, in a series of bold strokes the Court began to forge a liberal Title
VII jurisprudence. The Court's boldest stroke was reserved for the very
theory of discrimination itself.

First, the Court determined that motivated discrimination, that is, dis-
parate treatment based upon considerations of race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin, is clearly proscribed by Title VII.37 Unlawful discrimina-
tion vel non simply turns upon proof of invidious intent. This basic dispa-
rate treatment theory traced familiar doctrine previously formulated
under such antidiscrimination statutes as the National Labor Relations
Act (NLRA),38 which deals with union-motivated discrimination.5 9

Even in the ostensibly elementary articulation of disparate treatment
theory applicable in futuro under Title VII, however, the Court engrafted
its own subtle embellishments ineluctably designed to ease the plaintiff-
discriminatee's litigation burden. The Court recognized that direct evi-
dence of subjective discriminatory intent is rarely available, particularly
to the discriminatee. 40 The Court also recognized that relevant informa-
tion concerning employment-related decisions (for example, hiring) is
generally under the custody and control of the employer. 1

To establish a prima facie case of discriminatory refusal to hire, said
the Court, the plaintiff need only establish application and qualification
for the job, rejection, and a continued job opening.4' The burden then
befalls the defendant to articulate a legitimate nondiscriminatory reason
for the rejection. Further, assuming such articulation, the plaintiff is enti-
tled to an opportunity to show that the articulated reason is in fact a
pretext. Pretext may be established by evidence or by effective cross-
examination.

43

One can readily observe that the Court's evidentiary formulation
placed a rather minimal initial burden upon the plaintiff-discriminatee.
The Court essentially incorporated a substantial presumption of discrimi-
nation into the basic disparate treatment case," easily triggered by plain-
tiffs in most nonfrivolous cases.

36. Id.
37. See McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973).
38. 29 U.S.C. §§ 151-170 (1982).
39. E.g., NLRB v. Great Dane Trailers, Inc., 388 U.S. 26 (1967); Local 357, International

Bhd. of Teamsters v. NLRB, 365 U.S. 667 (1961); Radio Officers' Union v. NLRB, 347 U.S.
17 (1954).

40. Local 357, International Bhd. of Teamsters v. NLRB, 365 U.S. 667, 675 (1961).
41. Id. at 674-75.
42. Id. at 672-73.
43. Id. at 675.
44. See Texas Dept. of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248 (1981); Furnco

Constr. Corp. v. Waters, 438 U.S. 567 (1978).
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Second, the Court found that unmotivated discrimination is also pro-
scribed by Title VII.4s Neutral practices with a resultant disparate impact
upon statutorily-protected classes are unlawful absent compelling justifi-
cation.4" Congress meant to eliminate artificial barriers to equal employ-
ment opportunity, said the Court, regardless of good or bad faith subjec-
tive intent.'7 Absent business necessity, employment criteria creating
headwinds to minorities must yield. Practices fair in form (for example,
test or educational requirements) causing disproportionate minority un-
derrepresentation are to be subject to essentially ,an analog of strict scru-
tiny standards.4

To establish a prima facie disparate impact case, said the Court, the
plaintiff-discriminatee need only establish that the practice at issue re-
sults in disproportionate underrepresentation of protected minorities.4"

Such showing could be established by relevant statistics." The burden
then befalls the defendant-employer to show that business necessity man-
dates the practice, this being a substantial burden necessitating a compel-
ling showing of manifest job relationship."1 Further, assuming such an
employer showing, plaintiff is entitled to an opportunity to show that less
impactive practices might accommodate the employer's business needs.52

With hindsight one is struck not only by the bold inventiveness of the
Court's disparate impact formulation in the employment discrimination
context, but also by the magnitude of the legislative role assumed by the
Court. The Court was to spend years wrestling with, as well as avoiding,
incredibly difficult questions of affirmative action and reverse discrimina-
tion, and such questions remain largely unresolved." It is fascinating to
note, however, that the disparate impact theory propounded by the Court
embodies substantial affirmative action content.

A disparate impact violation of Title VII is predicated squarely upon
the disproportionate underrepresentation of blacks (or other protected
classes) in the employer's workforce." Depending upon the particular job
skills involved, underrepresentation is generally calculated by reference to
applicable generalized or particularized statistics reflecting minority

45. Furnco Constr. Corp. v. Waters, 438 U.S. 567, 576-77 (1978).
46. Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971).
47. Id. at 432-33.
48. Id.
49. Id. at 429-30.
50. Id. at 432-33.
51. Id.
52. Id.
53. See United Steelworkers v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193 (1979); Furnco Constr. Corp. v. Wa-

ters, 438 U.S. 567 (1978); see also Fullilove v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448 (1980); Regents of
Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978).

54. See Furnco Constr. Co. v. Waters, 438 U.S. 567, 576-79 (1978).
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makeup in the relevant population or data base (in other words, nation,
city, market, or workforce).5 The touchstone of the inquiry is necessarily
balance, that is, artificial employment barriers must be removed wherever
practicable, at least until the theoretically normative racial, ethnic, or
other balance is attained."

Upon achievement of comparative equilibrium, reflected by statistically
appropriate (acceptable) minority representation, the disparate impact
theory has fulfilled its role and is no longer available. The heavy burden-
shifting presumption created by this theory is dissipated by the achieve-
ment of proportionate equality, and absent subsequent imbalance the em-
ployer may utilize whatever otherwise legitimate business practices or cri-
teria are deemed appropriate by the employer, not merely those dictated
by objectively provable, compelling, job-related necessities.17

And so the lines were seemingly drawn by the Court. Discrimination,
motivated or unmotivated, would not be permitted to stand in the way of
the goal of equal employment opportunity. Victimized plaintiffs were not
to be denied their day in court, indeed they were to be assisted. Whatever
Congress may have lacked in genuine will to win or in formulating a game
plan, the Court would supply.

Thus stimulated by the hospitable scope accorded the new statute by
the Supreme Court, Title VII litigation emerged as one of the dominant
specialties during the late sixties and early seventies. One had only to
follow the advance sheets to grasp the extent to which employment dis-
crimination jurisprudence increasingly commanded the attention of the
federal courts.

III. Tim LATER YEARs

For better or worse, Congress had decided for the moment to limit its
attack on employment discrimination primarily to the courts. Within the
confines of that obviously circumscribed judgment, the performance of
the courts suggested that meaningful relief was a viable possibility. Thus,
the less cynical of us emerged from the early years with a certain
positivism.

Taking their cue from the Supreme Court's broad pronouncements, the
circuits frequently ignored procedural as well as substantive legal niceties
to accord plaintiffs access to the EEOC and the courts." The disparate

55. Id.
56. Id.
57. Id.
58. E.g., Blue Bell Boats, Inc. v. EEOC, 418 F.2d 355 (6th Cir. 1969); Coate v. Caterpillar

Tractor Co., 402 F.2d 357 (7th Cir. 1968) (oath requirement directory and technical, not
mandatory and substantive).
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impact theory was invoked to invalidate a wide variety of ostensibly neu-
tral employment practices.59

Rationalized by the private attorney general concept, attorneys' fees
were liberally awarded to prevailing plaintiffs' counsel.' 0 Class actions
proliferated as a vehicle both for compensating discriminatees and pro-
moting voluntary (litigation avoidance) statutory compliance. 1

Then something happened. Commencing in the latter seventies, the Su-
preme Court issued a devastating series of decisions which cast substan-
tial doubt upon the qualitative direction of employment discrimination
law. The cases then before the Court involved direct minority-majority,
female-male clashes, and the problems of balancing the conflicting rights,
interests, and expectations of the various classes. As reflected by the fol-
lowing examples, many of the emergent decisions expressed a new mood
of caution, and reflected the Court's apparent fears and uncertainties con-
cerning the pragmatic implications of its propounded doctrine.

One major contest involved an assault on the bulwark of seniority sys-
tems and the white status protected thereunder.2 The assault was re-
pelled by the Court, making lawful the seniority system perpetuation of
past discrimination.' For years, in many industries pre-Title VII genera-
tions of blacks (and in some instances Hispanics) were discriminatorily
locked into jobs inferior to those available to and occupied by their white
contemporaries. In trucking, blacks were restricted to city driving and de-
nied over-the-road driving jobs." In paper, blacks were restricted to en-
try-level manual labor and denied operator progression jobs."

These jobs were encompassed by separate collective bargaining units,
and competitive and benefit status within the unit was determined by
seniority. When Title VII mandated equal access, employers and unions
utilized these concepts of separate bargaining unit (departmental) senior-
ity to require that pre-Act discriminatees enter the higher position essen-
tially as new employees for competitive purposes such as bidding or lay-
off. The employers and unions relied upon the ostensible protection
under Title VII for unintentional discrimination resulting from the appli-
cation of bona fide seniority systems."

59. E.g., Johnson v. Pike Corp. of America, 332 F. Supp. 490 (C.D. Cal. 1971) (garnish-
ment experience); Gregory v. Litton Sys., Inc., 316 F. Supp. 401 (C.D. Cal. 1970), aff'd as
modified, 472 F.2d 631 (9th Cir. 1972) (arrest record history).

60. See Johnson v. Georgia Highway Express Inc., 488 F.2d 714 (5th Cir. 1974).
61. E.g., Oatis v. Crown Zellerbach Corp., 398 F.2d 496 (5th Cir. 1968); Hall v. Werthan

Bag Corp., 251 F. Supp. 184 (M.D. Tenn. 1966).
62. International Bhd. of Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324 (1977).
63. Id. at 325.
64. Id. at 329-30.
65. Id. at 342 n.23.
66. Id. at 342-45.
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The ploy was rejected by a virtually unanimous array of circuit and
district courts that struck down the seniority barrier and applied rightful
place principles to credit pre-Act discriminatees with pre-Act seniority in
the new job.'5 The concomitant dilution of 'vested' white seniority rights
was deemed necessary to effectuate the remedial purposes of the Act."
The Supreme Court disagreed. The Court held that an otherwise bona
fide seniority system is not unlawful simply because it perpetuates pre-
Title VII discrimination, and that Title VII bars an award of retroactive
seniority for such pre-Act discrimination." According to the Court, Title
VII insulates the routine application of a bona fide seniority system even
if it perpetuates the effect of pre-Act discrimination, unless the system is
not bona fide or results from intentional discrimination.7 0

In the Court's view, true rightful place remedial relief for blacks posed
too severe a dilution of white seniority rights, despite the fact that the
employer's (and union's) pre-Act discrimination gave the whites greater
existing seniority rights than blacks. 71 Thus, the Court effectively ex-
cluded pre-Title VII generations of blacks (or other protected minorities
and women) from meaningful relief under Title VII. While the legislative
history of Title VII is sufficiently obtuse to buttress most any proposition,
the dissenting views and analyses of Justice Marshall 7 indicate that the
Court's result was hardly mandated by that history.

Seniority system perpetuation of post-Act discrimination, ruled the
Court in another case, is also lawful when the original wrong was not
made the subject of a timely charge.78 The fact that ongoing application
of the seniority system perpetuated injury to the discriminatee, and es-
sentially caused repetitive reinjury, created neither a continuing legal
wrong nor a basis for a new charge of discrimination." Redress not having
been timely sought, said the Court, converted the original wrong into a
mere unfortunate event in history.'5 Again, an entire class of conceded
victims of discrimination were locked into their wrongful place and
baried from meaningful Title VII relief.

Meaningful protection and relief under Title VII for religious minori-
ties was also substantially limited by the Court.7 Title VII not only pros-
cribes religious discrimination but also affirmatively requires that absent

67. See id. at 378-79 (Marshall, J., dissenting).
68. 431 U.S. at 353-54.
69. Id.
70. Id. at 355-56.
71. Id.
72. Id. at 377 (Marshall, J., dissenting).
73. United Air Lines, Inc. v. Evans, 431 U.S. 553 (1977).
74. Id. at 553-60.
75. Id. at 558.
76. Trans World Airlines, Inc. v. Hardison, 432 U.S. 63 (1977).
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undue hardship an employer must make a reasonable accommodation to
an employee's religion."7 Positive construction of the accommodation re-
quirement might define hardship literally, which would necessitate a
showing of substantial burden, cost, or impact. So construed in the case
of a Saturday sabbatarian, for example, reasonable accommodation could
entail an employer duty to obtain replacements, realign work and shift
assignments, utilize supervisors, and pay overtime, all regardless of con-
tractual seniority provisions making seniority exclusive and controlling in
work assignments. Thus, the dictates of individual religious belief would
predominate.

Such broad construction of the statute was rejected by the Court as
involving undue infringement upon majoritarian contractual rights and
religious preferences.78 The Court reiterated that absent discriminatory
purpose seniority systems are not rendered unlawful because of some dis-
criminatory consequences. 7 9 The Court indicated that anything more than
a de minimis cost constitutes an undue hardship. 0 To require more, said
the Court, would entail religious favoritism and reverse discrimination. 1

Concern for timeliness further preoccupied the Court in the context of
the termination timeclock.62 Commencement of the limitations period for
filing state agency and EEOC charges in discriminatory discharge cases
might begin at several different points in time, or some combination
thereof. Such points could include the date the employee is officially noti-
fied of prospective termination, the date institutional appeal mechanisms
are exhausted, or the date the employee finally departs from the
premises. 3

In many employment contexts a substantial hiatus exists between the
date options. In the higher education context, for example, a one-year
contract extension frequently follows official notification of a denial of
tenure. Early commencement of the filing period precipitates adversarial
litigation prior to termination of the employment relationship, arguably
diminishing a viable, productive winding down as well as potential em-
ployer reconsideration. Selecting an early option, the Court started the
clock at formal institutional notification of prospective termination."
Having earlier emphasized a statutory design for laymen and a nontech-
nical construction, the Court now put a premium on early mastery of the

77. Id. at 76.
78. Id. at 81-82.
79. Id.
80. Id. at 84.
81. Id.
82. Delaware State College v. Ricks, 449 U.S. 250 (1980),
83. Id. at 257-58.
84. Id. at 258.
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complex and confusing filing provisions.
During the early years, class actions proliferated as a device both reme-

dial and prophylactic in the evolving employment nondiscrimination pro-
cess. By its very nature discrimination based upon such invidious consid-
erations as race or national origin was deemed class discrimination, and
class actions were consequently favored by the courts to effectuate the
statutory purpose of eliminating such discrimination." The prospect of
extensive classwide relief commanded employer attention and com-
mended preventive maintenance. Complex and comprehensive federal
rules of procedure governing the certification and maintenance of class
actions were not always strictly applied by the courts, but rather were
frequently construed to accord hospitable acceptance to class representa-
tives. Employment discrimination class actions consumed an increasingly
major portion of the federal judiciary's time and process.

During the later years, the Supreme Court slowed the pace of employ-
ment discrimination class actions. While as a generalization, racial or na-
tional origin discrimination might well be classwide in nature, said the
Court, that proposition does not pro tanto modify the general federal
rules of procedure governing class actions.86 Those rules clearly do apply
to employment discrimination claims, and are to be followed strictly."'
Minority membership does not thereby qualify a plaintiff as representa-
tive of that minority." An appropriate class representative for hiring dis-
crimination claims does not by virtue of minority status become an ap-
propriate class representative for promotion and transfer discrimination
claims. Lower courts in the future are to conduct searching inquiries to
ensure strict compliance with federal rule requisites for class action certi-
fication such as typicality, commonality, and adequacy of representa-
tion.6 ' Thus, employment discrimination jurisprudence took another con-
strictive turn, particularly with regard to the efficacious utilization of the
class action device for eliminating systemic discrimination. Considera-
tions of judicial economy were favored.

Further constricting the employment nondiscrimination scheme, the
Court substantially curtailed remedial relief for federal sector employ-
ees.90 Following the enactment of Title VII, the Court resurrected various
Reconstruction-era civil rights statutes as additional employment dis-

85. E.g., Gay v. Waiters' & Dairy Lunchmen's Union, 549 F.2d 1330 (9th Cir. 1977).
86. See General Tel. Co. v. Falcon, 457 U.S. 147 (1982); East Texas Motor Freight Sys.,

Inc. v. Rodriquez, 431 U.S. 395 (1977).
87. East Texas Motor Freight Sys., Inc. v. Rodriquez, 431 U.S. 395, 401-02 (1977).
88. Id. at 404-05.
89. General Tel. Co. v. Falcon, 457 U.S. 147, 161 (1982).
90. Brown v. GSA, 425 U.S. 820 (1976).
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crimination remedies.' 1 As part of this resurrection, private sector em-
ployees were given a civil cause of action for racial discrimination in em-
ployment.'2 Unlike Title VII, such actions entailed jury trials, potential
compensatory and punitive damages, state limitations periods, and no
cumbersome administrative scheme.

Those alternative, duplicative, and overlapping remedies were clearly
warranted, said the Court, by the compelling national imperative of elimi-
nating racial employment discrimination." The Court ruled in Brown v.
GSA," however, that federal sector employees were not entitled to such
additional avenues of relief for racial discrimination covered by Title VII,
but rather were relegated to the Title VII process.' This exclusivity was
warranted in the Court's view by the involved intragovernmental admin-
istrative scheme separately created by Title VII for handling federal sec-
tor employment discrimination complaints." The comparative precision
as well as the complexity between the private and federal sector provi-
sions of Title VII are most debatable. Moreover, in view of the federal
government's equally sorry history, acknowledged elsewhere by the
Court,97 of dealing with employment discrimination, Title VII exclusivity
for the federal sector hardly seems responsive to the nondiscrimination
imperative.

Having formulated the essential elements of a Title VII plaintiff's
prima facie disparate treatment case,9" the Court was to struggle for years
with formulation of the employer's responsive burden. Term after term
the Court labored over the refinements of such words (and concepts) as
prove, show, and articulate." The pattern of this rather odd and unique
series of decisions slowly became clear. The employer's responsive burden
is comparatively slight.

To meet plaintiff's prima facie case, said the Court over and over again,
and make plaintiff go forward, the employer need only articulate a legiti-
mate, nondiscriminatory reason for its action. 1"0 Despite the Court's repe-
tition of the formula we were slow to realize that the Court really meant

91. Id. at 833.
92. Johnson v. Railway Express Agency, Inc., 421 U.S. 454 (1975).
93. Id. at 461.
94. 425 U.S. 820 (1976).
95. Id. at 834-35.
96. Id.
97. See, e.g., Chandler v. Roudebush, 425 U.S. 840 (1976).
98. McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973).
99. See Texas Dept. of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248 (1981); Furnco

Constr. Corp. v. Waters, 438 U.S. 567 (1978); Board of Trustees v. Sweeney, 439 U.S. 24
(1978); see also Westinghouse Elec. Corp. v. Vaughn, 702 F.2d 137 (9th Cir. 1983), cert.
dismissed, 104 S. Ct. 2184 (1984).

100. Furnco Constr. Corp. v. Waters, 438 U.S. 567, 576 (1978).
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what it said, that is, not show, prove, or establish anything, but merely
articulate. While the employer might have pragmatic reasons to go fur-
ther, it was not required to do so. What the Court had given employment
discrimination victims in minimal threshold burdens and attendant sup-
portive presumptions, the Court partially took away in lenient employer
burdens.

Contrary to the spirit of the early years, remedial options were also
narrowed for private sector and state and local government employees.
Title VII contemplates a two-tiered administrative process for the han-
dling of employment discrimination charges in deferral states-initial re-
sort to the state agency and optional subsequent resort to the EEOC.101

Congressional preference for ultimate federal (EEOC) primacy is seem-
ingly underscored by the permissive Title VII limitation giving state
agency findings and orders "substantial"'02 but not controlling weight. 03

Invoking considerations of full faith and credit, the Court nevertheless
closed the federal door when the state agency determination has been
pursued to a state court judgment. Specifically, the Court held that a fed-
eral court in a Title VII case should give preclusive effect to a decision of
a state court upholding a state agency's rejection of an employment dis-
crimination claim as meritless when the state court's decision would be
res judicata in the state's own courts.1' Thus, another group was disen-
franchised from Title VII relief.

In the controversial area of affirmative action, the Court kept the wag-
ons in a tight circle. The logical implications of the earlier disparate im-
pact formulation were neither developed nor pursued. The Court indi-
cated the probable acceptability of narrowly tailored affirmative action
(minority preference) as a judicial remedy for specific victims of proven
discrimination.105 The Court also approved voluntary, private affirmative
action of limited scope and duration in situations reflecting serious mi-
nority underrepresentation and something akin to probable discrimina-'
tion.' The Court held that Title VII does not prohibit employers and
unions in the private sector from taking voluntary race-conscious affirma-
tive action to eliminate manifest racial imbalances in traditionally segre-
gated job categories.107 The Court indicated, however, that Title VII does

101. Id.
102. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(b) (1976).
103. Id.
104. Kremer v. Chemical Constr. Corp., 456 U.S. 461 (1982).
105. See Furnco Constr. Corp. v. Waters, 438 U.S. 567 (1978); International Bhd. Team-

sters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324 (1977); see also Fullilove v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448
(1980); Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978).

106. Fullilove v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448, 513 (Powell, J., concurring).
107. United Steelworkers v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193 (1979).
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not require employers to grant preferential treatment to racial minorities
because of de facto racial imbalance in the work force and does not con-
template governmental interference to such effect.1"

IV. THE FUTURE

While the Supreme Court initially declared that national labor policy
made employment nondiscrimination a matter of the highest priority,1"
subsequent Court performance does not inspire optimism. Hampered by
institutional limitations, lack of direction and expertise, and conserva-
tism, the Court has induced a marked retrogression in nondiscrimination
policy. Employment discrimination law stands mired in restrictive analy-
ses and procedural technicalities in which substantive progress, if any,
will necessarily be interstitial, "confined from molar to molecular
motions."'110

Further, meaningful development of employment nondiscrimination
policy seems unlikely to occur at the hands of the federal judiciary. Vic-
tims of employment discrimination are confronted with costly and bur-
densome years of litigation. Justice is delayed and thereby often denied.
Representation is furnished generally by a private and inexpert bar,
before essentially inexpert courts which have neither the time nor the re-
sources to develop a comprehensive understanding and response to the
subtleties of employment discrimination. Case-by-case litigation of essen-
tially individual claims predominates, with concomitantly narrow redress.
Class actions are lost in procedural seas.

The EEOC lacks direction, funds, organization, and power. Its influence
is virtually minimal, its lawsuits narrow and few. Cast in the role of a
private plaintiff, its mission is inherently undercut. The EEOC's
problems are compounded by the ambivalence of the statutory scheme.
With no adjudicatory authority or administrative sanctions in reserve, the
EEOC is rendered rather impotent in the conciliation and settlement pro-
cess."' The EEOC's difficulties are undoubtedly also caused by individual
and societal resistance to the fundamental changes inherent in the poli-
cies of Title VII. Again, however, the inadequacy of the enforcement
mechanism limits the extent to which the EEOC can overcome this resis-
tance, especially in the case of systemic discrimination.

De novo federal court litigation is simply no substitute for a vibrant

108. Id.
109. Emporium Capwell Co. v. Western Addition Community Org., 420 U.S. 50, 66

(1975). See Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36, 47 (1974).
110. Southern Pac. Co. v. Jensen, 244 U.S. 205, 221 (1917) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
111. The EEOC settlement rate is 36%. 17 EEOC ANN. REP. 15 (1982). The NLRB's

settlement rate is 94%. 46 NLRB ANN. Rim. 10 (1981).
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administrative process. An administrative agency with an independent
public prosecutor and effective remedial authority offers the prospect of
expert, expeditious, and meaningful relief. Effective remedial authority
requires, at a minimum, adjudicatory and rulemaking power, including
,the power to issue cease and desist orders and to order hiring or rein-
statement with back pay.

Translation of the broadly phrased nondiscrimination policy of Title
VII into concreteness should be left to the empiric process of administra-
tion, subject to limited judicial review. Development and effectuation of
that policy requires an expertise, a specialized knowledge of national non-
discrimination policy and cumulative experience in the application of that
policy that the courts do not and cannot have. As stated by Justice
Frankfurter, "One of the purposes which lead to the creation of such
boards is to have decisions based upon evidential facts under the particu-
lar statute made by experienced officials with an adequate appreciation of
the complexities of the subject which is entrusted to their
administration.""'

Conversion of the EEOC to a quasi-judicial agency with adjudicatory
authority would put teeth in Title VII. Armed with the power to grant
affirmative as well as prohibitory relief, the EEOC would rapidly become
an agency to be taken seriously. Then, one would anticipate not only
more timely and effective relief for the victims of employment discrimina-
tion but also more substantial general compliance with the policies of the
Act. The cumulative experience gained by the agency in the exercise of its
judicial function would in turn progressively enhance the agency's exper-
tise and effectiveness. Adoption of such a role for the agency would re-
lieve the federal courts of the current heavy employment discrimination
caseload.

Presently, the EEOC does not have rulemaking authority, and little
deference has been accorded by the courts to informal EEOC guide-
lines. 1 3 Rulemaking authority has much to commend itself in the area of
employment discrimination, including particularly fairness and efficiency.
The notification and participatory elements of the rulemaking process
suggest not only the increased soundness of the emergent rule, but also
increased acceptance and compliance. Rulemaking can command an evi-
dentiary depth and policy scope far superior to ad hoc judicial litigation.

The current Title VII process relies heavily on the private civil action
enforcement mechanism, with the aggrieved individual required to secure
private counsel for prosecution of the employment discrimination

112. Republic Aviation Corp. v. NLRB, 324 U.S. 793, 800 (1945). See also Beth Israel
Hosp. v. NLRB, 437 U.S. 483, 500-01 (1978).

113. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e to 2000e-16 (1982).
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claim. 1 ' This process is replete with all of the burdens and complications
attendant upon the establishment and maintenance of attorney-client re-
lationships. Public as well as private rights are implicated in the employ-
ment discrimination construct, and it is appropriate that vindication of
these rights be achieved through a public rather than private attorney
general. As with certain other agencies, the EEOC General Counsel can
fill this investigatory-prosecutorial role.

National labor policy declares employee organizational and collective
bargaining rights to be of fundamental importance. 115 Congress has cre-
ated a strong and effective quasi-judicial agency, the National Labor Re-
lations Board (NLRB), for the vindication of those rights. Surely the na-
tion's disadvantaged minorities are entitled to at least as much protection
and arguably much more. If national labor policy truly regards employ-
ment nondiscrimination as a matter of the "highest priority,"1" then the
EEOC should be strengthened.

V. CONCLUSION

Whether or not interposition of a vibrant administrative process would
have altered the results in the major cases coming before the Court is
necessarily speculative. At the least, however, it would seem that the deci-
sional process would have been more informed.

114. Id. § 2000e-5 (Supp. V 1981).
115. See NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1, 42 (1937).
116. Emporium Capwell Co. v. Western Addition Community Org., 420 U.S. 50, 66

(1975).
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